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1. Introduction 
This paper discusses the product integration method for solving linear integral equations with 
fixed Cauchy singularities. The analysis is performed on equations of the following form: 
(l-1) 
where or. > 0 is fixed and the integral is a Cauchy principal value integral. The 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation in momentum space is of this type as is the K-matrix form of the 
Chandler-Gibson equations for N-body quantum mechanical scattering problems [4]. 
A common technique for the solution of such fixed singularity equations is that of product 
integration [5]. We use this approach with a linear interpolation of the smooth part of the kernel 
to solve the equation. With this approximation we show that the integral operator is compact, 
using the collectively compact operator theory of Anselone and Moore [l]. 
2. The product integration method 
In order to discuss the product integration method, we first look at an integral equation of the 
form (I - K)x( s) = v( s) where a < s < b and 
(K-x)(s) = f” dt K(s, t>.+>/[p - t]. (2.1) 
a 
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We consider a subdivision { ti} of the interval [a, b] such that 
a = t, < t, -C t, -C . . * -C t, < tnfl = b. 
Let [K(s, t)x(t)], be some approximation of K(s, t)x(t) on [a,b]. Assume that [K(s, t)x(t)], 
= 0 for the last subinterval (t, G t < t,+l). Then 
K,x(s) = f” dt[ K( 
u 
s, t)x(t)] n/b - tl = {cl fl’” dt[K(s, t)x(t)l n/h - tl. 
(2.2) 
On the i th interval, 
jr’+’ dt[ K(s, t>x(t>] n/b - t] =AK(s, t,>x(t,) + BK(s, t,+dxk+d, 
t, 
where A and B are constants. Therefore, (2.2) may be written as 
2 f”’ dt[K(s, t>X(t>In/[P- tI = 2 JC(PL)K(s, ti)x(t,>. (24 
i=l I, I=1 
The weights w in (2.3) are the result of analytic evaluation of integrals over each subinterval. 
We now find the approximate solution x, by solving the following system: 
x,(t,> - i: K(PM( t,, t,)xn(t;) =y(tJ, j= 1, 2 )...) n + 1. (2.4) 
i=l 
To solve equation (1.1) using this method, we first map the interval [O,cc) to [ - l,l] via 
x=~(l+S)/(1-.s), LL=IJ> ?j = p(l + t)/(l - t). (2.5) 
Using (2.5), (1.1) is transformed into 
k(s, P) - f', dt 6 t)% d,‘(t2 - t)= ah> 1-4 W) 
where 
k(s, P) = G-4 + ML - 4, 4, 
a(s, t) = A(& + ML - 4, P.(l + t)/(l - t)), 
4% I-4 -44 + Ml - 4 PI. (2.7) 
We choose a partition using Chebyshev nodes with the addition of the points 1 and - 1. Hence, 
t, = -1, ti = -cos[(2i - 3)n/2n] for 2 G i G n + 1, and tn+2 = 1. To approximate the smooth 
part of the kernel of (2.6) by piecewise linear functions, for t E [ ti, tr+,], i = 1,. . . , n, let 
[a(s, t)k(t, P)]n 3 w_a(s3 ti+l)k(ti+I, PI + (1 _w,)a(S, ti)k(ti, II) 
t-l I ti+l - ’ 
I ti-1 ’ (2.8) 
where wi = (t - ti)/(ti+l - ti). For t E [tnil, tntZ , ] let [a(~, t)k(t, p)],= 0. Then the nth 
approximate, ( * ), to the integral is 
FL) + t1 - wi)“(s, ti)k(ti, CL) 
to, - 1) 1 
dt. (2.9) 
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Let 
4, = 
4 tJ4, d and h, ~ t 
t, - 1 I r+l 
- t;. 
Then equation (2.9) becomes 
(*) = y{“I (t - ;)Y,+, + (fi+Ih- t) y.lf dt 
r=l t, I I 
= y f~-lf[(q,+l _ q,) + (4;4+1 ; %+A’] dt. 
r=l f, 1 
(2.10) 
To evaluate the weights we consider cases: 
Case Z. i = i( n + 1). Since we have chosen Chebyshev points, t;,, = 0 and tj = - tr+2, so that 
h, = h,+,. Then we consider the interval [ti,tr+2], and the evaluation of the weights on that 
interval: 
- qi+ l’i 1 dt t 
4;+1t,+z - qr+2ti+1 dt 
t 1 . 
(2.11) 
Since t2+l = 0, t, = -h, and t,+2 = h , . Therefore (2.11) becomes 
41+rh 
-1 dt+f+-[ql+2-q,+l+~] dt]. (2.12) t 
Evaluation of the integrals yields 
I, = lim (%+I - 4;) 
C--r0 [ hi 
+ qj+l ]n t + (qi+2iy+1)h' +q,+, In 3 
/I I 1 I 11 E 
= JiT [a+1 - 4, + qi+2 - 4it11 =qr+2 - 4,. (2.13) 
Let w(i, j) denote the coefficient of q, occurring in the ith interval. Since the above 
calculation involved the :( n + 1)st and the :( n + 3)rd intervals, we will therefore take 
w(j,3(n+l))=O forlGjGn+l, 
w(i(n + l), +z + 3)) = -1, W(i(I? + 5), :(n + 3)) = 1, 
and 
w(j, :(n + 3)) = 0 for j Z +(n + l), +(n + 5). 
Case 2. i # :(n + l), :(n + 3). Then 
(2.14) 
I; = ts++ J I q,+1 - 4, + q,t;+ 1 - 4*+1tr dt f, ’ t 1 . 
Evaluating the integrals in (2.15), we obtain 
(2.15) 
Ii = qi+l - 4, + 
ati+ 1 - q;+1t, ln &+$ . 
t I I I 
(2.16) 
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Hence, for Case 2, the weights are 
ti+1 w(i+ 1, i) = 1- $, In 
I /I 
ti+1 
i) = -1 + In 
I 
n+l t,)k.(t,, l-4 
kn(tjT PI - C t, - 1 =a($ P). 
i=l 
(2.18) 
A FORTRAN program, CFSIE, using LINPACK, which solves (2.18) was constructed and 
successfully tested on several machines. (CFSIE is available upon request from the author.) 
3. Convergence of the product integration method using linear interpolation 
In this section, we are concerned with the convergence of any numerical approximation to’the 
solution of (1.1) that relies on a point-wise approximation of the nonsingular part of the kernel 
of the integral involved. In order to examine the convergence of the numerical approximation, we 
will look at a general integral operator I of the form 
where a < p < b is fixed. 
Definition. The function f(s) is said to be Holder continuous of order (Y on [a, b] if there exists 
a positive constant M such that 
If(%)-.&)I GMl%-szla 
for a < sl, s2 < b. 
H,[ a, b] is the Banach space of all Hiilder continuous functions of order (Y on [a, b] with the 
following norm: if f~ H,[ a, b], 
Theorem 1. If A(s, t) E H,Jt[a, b] x H,/[ a, b], then the operator I defined in (3.1) maps 
H,![ a, b] (a” > a’ >, (Y > 0) into H,[ a, b]. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we will need the following result due to Faddeev [6, p.911. 
Lemma 1 (Faddeev). Let A(s, t) E Harf[a, b] X H,[a, b]. Then there exists a positive constant M 
such that for all sl, s2, t,, t, E [a, b] 
I4% 4) -4%, 4 -d%> h) +4% t2) I 
< M l s* - s2 ) a”y l t, - t, ) a(l-Y), 0 < y < 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. First we note that if A(s, t) E H,,,[a, b] x H,,[a, b] and f(t) E Ha,[a, b], 
then A(s,t)f( t) E H,,([ a, b] X H,,[a, b], see [S]. Let (Y’, (Y ,( IX’ < (Y”, be fixed. Let s,, s2 E [a, b]. 
Let S- ]sr-s2( and c=(y”--(Y’. 
Define 
(3 4 
Now we break the interval of integration into three parts, [a, or. - 61, [~_l - 6, p + 61, and 
[p + 6, b], Therefore (3.2) becomes 
+ J [ 
b 4b 4.m -Ah,, M(t) dt 
P+S P---t I I. (3.3) 
Next, we apply the Holder condition to the first and third integrals in (3.3). The second 
integral is then expanded into two integrals by the addition and subtraction of the term 
A( sl, p)f( p) - A ( s2, p)f( p). Therefore, we have the following inequality for ( * ): 
The third integral in (3.4) equals zero since it is a constant times a Cauchy principal value 
integral between symmetric limits. We, then, use the Faddeev result (Lemma 1) applied to the 
second term in (3.4) and evaluate the integrals in the first and fourth terms to obtain 
(*)~MIs,-s,Ia”[-lnISI+ln~~-uI] 
+ M* ) s1 - $2 ) a”y 
/ p;;61P-tl a(l--y)-l dt+M(s,-s,I”“[InI~--_bJ-InISI], 
(3.5) 
where MI is the constant guaranteed by Lemma 1. 
By combining the first and last terms of (3.5) we find that 
(*)~~MJs,-~z(a”[lnJ(~-~)(~-u)(-22M~s,-s,~*”ln~s,-s2~] 
2 
+ a(1 - Y> 
Ml ]S1-S2]n”y)S, -S2)a(1-y). (3.6) 
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Choose y = ((Y’ - CY)/( (Y” - (II). Then equation (3.6) becomes 
(*)< )s~-s~I~‘(M’(s~-s~I~-~MI~~-~~I’ ln(s,-s,)+2M,/a(l-y)}, (3.7) 
whereM’=M[ln((~-b)(p--))].Since Is,-s,)‘ln]s,-s,]+Oass,+s,,theterminthe 
braces on the right-hand side of (3.7) is bounded (by M, say). Hence 
(*)&Gls, -SJa’ for all si, s2 E [a, b]. 
Therefore, (If) (s) E H,![ a, b] for any (Y < (Y’ < (Y”. 0 
Theorem 
HaLa, bl. 
2. Assume A(s, t) E H,!/[a, b] x H,[a, b] ( a” > (Y > 0) and A( s, b) = 0. Let f(t) E 
Let 
for fixed p, a < p < b. Let [A(s, t)f (t)], be the nth piecewise linear approximation to A(s, t) f( t) 
on [a, b] in the variable t, where each partition of [a, b] is chosen so that p is a node and lies 
halfway between adjacent nodes. Assume there exists G such that for each s E [a, b] and for all n 
and 
I [AbY t1)f <tdl n- 14 s, t*>f(t*>l n l/l 4 - t2 I a < G 
I[Ah, t>f(t)].- [A(s,, t)f(t)].I/ls,--s,I”“<M. 
Define the numerical approximation operator 
f 
b [A(s, t>f(t)]n dt. 
a P--t 
Define (I II) = supIlfl,H,=l I( If ]I n, and assume ]I I II < 00. 
Then: 
(1) I,, : H,fl[u, b] -+ H, and is linear. 
(2) Illf-Lf llH,+O asn+ 00. 
(3) [I,,] is a collectively compact set of operators; i.e., the set 
S= {I,f In>,1 und IIf lln,<l} 
has compact closure in H,[ a, b]. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. La g,(t) E sup, IUs, t> -fn(s, P) - { f(s, t) -f(s, P)} l/l P - t I where s, t E [a, bl 
and p E (a, b). Assume f, _f, E H,[ a, b] X H,[ a, b] and f, + f(s, t) pointwise. Further, assume 
there is a positive constant M such that ) f,,(s, t) - f,,(s, p) I < M 1 t - p I n for all n. Then 
(i) there exists an integrable function G(t), defined on [u, b] such that 
I gn(t> I G G(t). 
(ii) g,(t) -+ 0 u.e. in t us n --, co. 
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Proof. Using the Holder properties of f and f,, we see that 
Is,(t) I = sup 
Ifn(.h t> -./Ah PI - {fb, t> -fh EL)) I 
s IP-tl 
,(MI~-tla-‘+MI~-tla-‘=(M+M)I~-tla-’~G(t), (3.8) 
which is integrable over [a, b]. This establishes (i). By the triangle inequality 
k(t>l G 1 ~ sup I fncb t> -fcT t> I + , ~! t l sup I fnb, l-4 -f (6 PL) I. II--t1 s 
(3.9) 
s 
In order to show (ii), we consider t (t # p) to be fixed and establish a bound for the numerator 
of the sup term on the right-hand side of (3.8). 
Assume sup, ) f,(s, t) - f(s, t) ( does not go to 0 as rt + W. Then there exists an c > 0 and a 
subsequence { nj} such that sups ( fn,(s, t) - f( s, t) ) >, c for all j. Consequently, for each j, 
there exists sj such that 
If& t> -f bp t> I 2 6. 
But s E [a, b], a compact set, and therefore there exists an s0 and a subsequence { s,~} of { sj} 
such that lim, _ J,, = sO. Then 
Ifn,(‘jA? t, -f(‘j,_, t, I G Ifn,(sj> t, -fn,(‘O, t> I 
+ Ifn,(Sor t> -f(‘O, t> I + lftsCl, t>-f(Sj,, t, I- 
By the continuity of f,, and f, respectively, there exist constants K, and K, such that if k > K,, 
I fnj(‘/x’ t) -fn,(so, t) I < b, 
andif k>K, 
lfhh 4 -f(+ t) I < k 
By the pointwise convergence of f, to f there is a J such 
Ifn,h~ 4 -fh t) I < k 
Choose j = max{ J, jKl, jK2 } . Then 
lfn,(‘j, t, -f(sj9 t, I <’ 
which is a contradiction. Let E > 0. Then there exists z = 
sup, lfnh t> -fh t) I < 6. 
That is, lim n-tW~~ps] fn(s, t) -f(s, t) I =O. Then there 
implies 
~SuPslfnb~ 4 -fb, t> I < ,,1 tl ($) 
and 
1 1 
that j > J implies that 
F(t) such that n > g implies 
is an N = N( t, p) such that n > N 
J/i-tJ = 56, 
Ip:rl ~~PsI.Lh l-4-f& l-41 < yrl (:E)Jp-tl =:r. 
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Therefore, ) g,(t) 1 -c E for n > N, which implies g,(t) + 0 a.e. in t as n + co. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 0 
We now use this lemma to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. To see that I,, maps H,[ a, b] into H,[ a, b] we examine the structure of 1,. 
Let a = t, -e . . . -c t, = b be a partition of [a, b] into n parts. Since [A(s, t)f(t)], is a piecewise 
linear approximation of A(s, t)f( t) in the variable t, we have for tj-l < t c tj, j = 1,. . . , n, a < 
s<b 
[A(,!?, t)f(t)lnE $[(fiet)‘(‘> tj-l)f(tj-l) + (t-tj-l)A(sy tj)f(t,)] 
J 
where hj = tj - t,_]. Therefore, 
(&J)(4 = J$l Jq+G t,MtJ 
where the { W,(s)} are obtained analytically by evaluating integrals of the form 
1 
/ 
t, tj - t 
I?, - dt. t,-, P - t 
Since p belongs to the open interval (a, b), one of these integrals must be taken in the Cauchy 
principal value sense [8]. Furthermore, for each j, W,(s) is a Holder continuous function of 
index (Y in the variable s. (See Section 2 for the explicit evaluation.) Thus wj(s)A(s, tj) also 
belongs to H,[ a, b] as a function of s and hence (1,f)( s) belongs to H,[ a, b] also. By definition 
1,f is a linear operator. Let 
p = sup I(V)(4 - (4J)(4 I 
s 
= sup 
s If b4S, Mt> dt-f b [Ah t>f(t)l n dt _ a EL--t a p--t (3.10) 
By adding and subtracting A(s, p)f(p)([A(~, /.~)f(p)],) to the numerator of the integrand of the 
first (second) integral in (3.10), we obtain the following: 
P= sup f W& Md - 45 PM-4 dt+f bA(S, p.)fb) dt 
s a P--t n P-t 
b [4b t).m)l n - [A(% r4fb-4 n - 
f 
dt- f b bh ti)fh)l ,I dt 
0 P-t 0 P---t 
(3.11) 
Next, we group the first and third integrals on the right-hand side of (3.11) together and the 
second and fourth integrals together. If we let 
C= f”& dt 
a 
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+ [4b PMPL) - La df(dI nl c . 
(3.12) 
Therefore, using the triangle inequality on the right-hand side of (3.12) yields 
(3.13) 
Define 
&O> = SUP 
I [4h Mt>l n - ML 14f(dI n - be, t>.m> -4b !-ML4 I 
s IP--tl 
By assumption, A(s, t)f(t) and [A(s, t)f(t)], satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Hence, we 
may apply Lemma 2 to conclude that 
(1) g,,(t) 4 0 a.e. in t as n + co, and 
(2) there is an integrable function G(t) such that I g,(t) I < G(t). 
By the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem we conclude that lim, _ J’,“s,,( t) dt = 0. 
Thus, the first term on the right side of (3.13) converges to zero as n + co. In the course of 
proving Lemma 2, we proved that lim, -_‘oo sup, 1 A(s, t)f(t) - [A(s, t)f(t)J, I = 0 a.e. in t, and 
hence the second term on the right side of (3.13) converges to zero as n + co. It follows that 
lim, +m sup, 1 (If)(s) - (I,f)( s) I = 0 and, therefore, (1,f) + (If) in sup norm. 
Next, assume (1f)( s), (1,,f)(s) E Hn,[a, b], (Y” > (Y’ > (Y. By Theorem 1, this is possible. Let 
Mi be the Holder constant associated with (If). Further assume there is a common Holder 
constant M2 for the (1,f). (We will later show that this is true when linear interpolation is used.) 
Let 
Let 6 > 0 and choose S = (E/( Ml + M2))1”(a’--a). Let ) s1 - s2 ) > 6. Therefore, 
Since ( In,f)(s) E Ha, and (1,f) + (If) pointwise, we use Lemma 2 to conclude there exists NE,* 
such that if n > N,,, then 
Using this result for each term of the Q inequality (3.15), we conclude that Q < c. 
On the other hand, we now let ( s1 - s2 ) < 6. Hence 
( s1 - s2 ( < (E/( M, + M2)ya’-? (3.16) 
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Using (3.16) and the Holder bounds, we obtain 
Q < sup 
[~ll~1-~*I”‘+~*I~l-~*I~‘l 
s,,sz~[a,bl I $1 - 32 I a 
= sup (M~+M,)(s,-s,I”‘-*<E. 
s,,sz~[a.b] 
Hence Q < 6. Since both P and Q can be made arbitrarily small 
Il(~,f)(~)-(~f)(~)Il,U=P+Q~~ asn+m. (3.17) 
To show equicontinuity, let a < u, u < b. Define 
We add and subtract [A(y, p)f(p)I, - [A(u, p)f(p)I, f rom the right-hand side of (3.18) to 
obtain 
‘, p)f(d] ,I + [A(u, ,dfbL)l ?I - [A(‘, t>f(t>l n dt
Next, using the Holder condition for [A(s, t)f( t)],, the triangle inequality, and C as defined 
prior to equation (3.12) on the right-hand side of equation (3.19), we obtain 
(3.19) 
R< f 
b2MJ~--_VJynJ~-tfaa(1-y) 
IP-tl 
- dt + ICI I [Ah df(dl n - [Ah ~L)f(dl n I 
a 
b 
=2MIu-vIay 
f 
dt 
a ,p_-_ll-N-Y) + I c I I P(? df(l-4 n - L+4 PL)fb)l n I. 
(3.20) 
Both factors on the right approach 0 as u + V: the first factor because the integral exists and the 
second factor by the continuity of [ A( s, t)f( t)],. Therefore { I, f } is an equicontinuous family. 
The set { 1, } is uniformly bounded since each (I,f)(s) + (If)(s) in Holder norm and 
I] I ]I H, -c co by assumption (using Theorem 6 of [2, p. IS]). Therefore, the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem lets us conclude that { 1, } is collectively compact. 0 
Remark. If the operator satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we can use the Anselone-Moore 
theorem [l] to conclude 
(i) I is compact, 
(ii) { 1, } is uniformly bounded in Holder norm, 
(iii) ]l(r- l?,)M I] H,, -+ 0 as n --, cc if M is any compact operator on H,[ a, b], and 
(iv) I((~- I,)r,> II H,, -+ 0 as n + 00. 
Therefore, we see that the integral operator defined by equation (3.1) is compact. (This 
corroborates the result of Kriiger and Fenske [7]). Since this is true, we may use standard 
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Fredholm theory to conclude that if 1 is not an eigenvalue of (l.l), there is a unique solution of 
that equation and that the approximate solutions to (1.1) will converge to that unique solution. 
Using a technique similar to that of Atkinson [2], it can be shown that the following error 
bound holds: 
If-fn II G I@In)-‘11 II (I- wn II II f II + II (1 - 43 II 
l- ll(~-WIII Il(~-4zvnlI ’ 
(3.21) 
where r is the identity operator, the norms are taken in the Holder sense and the error bound 
applies to the following integral equation: 
f(s)-{ P_t ’ ’ 
hA(s, ‘)f(d &_+ p) 
(1 
(3.22) 
a < s < b and Al. E (a, b) fixed. 
The convergence of the product integration method using piecewise linear interpolation is 
immediate from Theorems 1 and 2 and inequality (3.21), if we exhibit a uniform Holder constant 
for the sequence of approximating functions. With this in mind, we state and prove Lemma 3. 
Lemma3. Iff, {f,} E H,[a, b] and { f, } is a sequence of piecewise linear functions approximating 
f in sup norm, then there is a uniform HGlder constant for the f,; i.e., there exists an G such that 
for all n. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume s, > s2 (s1, s2 E [a, 61). For any n, consider a 
partitioning of [a, b], a = t, < t, < . . . < t, = b. Then for t E [t,, tj+ll, 
fact> = 
(t,+, - t)f(t,) + b- t,>f(t,+J 
t/+1 - t, 
(3.23) 
To exhibit the existence of the bound, G, we need to consider the quantity 
II= lfncd -f,b2) I/l+ -S21a. 
We consider three cases. 
Case Z. sl, s2 E [t,, t,+l]. By using (3.23) we see that 
D= lf,(S1)-fn(S2)I/IS,-S*Ia 
I Cl,+1 
= 
-sJf(tJ + (s1 - t,)f(t,+J - b,+1 -df(t,,) - b2 - tJf(t,+J I 
I Sl - s2 I a I t/+1 - t, I 
(3.24) 
Next, we perform the multiplications on the right-hand side of (3.24) and collect coefficients of 
f(t,) and f( t,+l) to obtain 
D = lb1 - s*)(f(t,+J -f(t,)) I 
ISI -~2lV,+1 -t/l . 
(3.25) 
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By applying the Holder condition to the right-hand side of (3.25), we obtain 
D< (S1-S*)l-=MItjtlIa--l. (3.26) 
By the choice of interval, we see that ) .sl - s2 I ’ -a G ) tj+l - tj ) lea. Therefore, we may rewrite 
(3.26) as 
D < 1 tj+l - tj pwf 1 tj+l - t, ) a-1 = M. (3.27) 
Case 2. sl E [tj, ti+l], s2 E [tjf, tjT+l], j =j’ + 1. By using (3.23) we see that for Case 2, 
D= Ifnh) -fn(sz) I/l+ -%Ia 
(tj+l-sl)f(tj) + (‘I- tj)f(tj+l) [(sZ-tj-l)f(tj) + (tJ-SZ)f(tj-l)] 
tj+l - tj tj - tj-1 
= 
I $1 - $2 I a 
(3.28) 
We now collect coefficients of f( tj), -f( tj_l) and f( tj+l) to obtain 
D= l(tj+l -sl)(tj- tj-l)f(tj) + (‘I- tj)(tj- tj-l)f(tj+l) 
I t,+1 - tj II tj - t,-l II ‘1 - ‘2 I Oi 
(s2 - t,-l).f(tj) - (tj-S2)(tj+l - tj>f(tj-l> I - 
I[,+1 -tjIItj-t,_lIIS~-S~(a ’ 
(3.29) 
We next perform the indicated multiplication and simplification to obtain (3.29) in terms of the 
differences f( tjsl) - f( tj) and f( tj) - f( tj_ 1) 
D= I(sl - t,>(tj- tj-l>[f(tj+l) -f(t,)] + (t,+l - tj)(tj-s*)[J(tj) -.f(tj-l)] 1 
I tj+l -tjl(tj-tj-1(Is,-s2(a 
(3.30) 
By using the Holder condition on the right-hand side of (3.30), we now have 
D< l(sl-tj)IMlt,+l-tj(“-’ It,--s,IMIt,-t,_, y 
\ 
I Sl - s2 I a 
+ 
lSl-%ln . 
(3.31) 
Given the conditions on sl and s2 we see that 1 s1 - s2 [ >, ( s1 - t, ( and I s1 - s2 I > 1 tj - s2 ( so 
that 
D< (sl-tj) 1-aA4 I t,+, - tjl a--l + ( tj - s2 (‘-“M) t, - t,_, I a-1. (3.32) 
Since IsI- tjl < ItIt - tj ) and I t, - s2 ) < ) t, - tj_l 1, equation (3.32) becomes 
D 6 1 tj+l - tj ( ‘-*A4 It,+, - tJ I a-1 + I tj - tj_l 1 ‘p”M 1 tj - t,_l 1 ap1 d 2M. (3.33) 
Case 3. sl E [t,, tj+l], s2 E [tit, tj,+l], j > j’ + 1. Using equation (3.23), we have 
D = I Lb,) -.fnb2) I/l+ - $2 I a 
= Ifn(sl) -fn(fj) +fn(tj) -fn(tj’+l> +f,(t,‘+l) -L(s2) I . 
(Sl - s2 I a 
2 (3.34) 
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using the triangle inequality on the right-hand side of (3.34) we have 
D < If,($) -f,(t;> I + IL&,) -A?($~+,) I + IL(f;J+J -Js> I 
\ 
Is1 -$I” It,-tj,+, Ia It,,+1 -S21a . 
We see that each term on the right-hand side of (3.35) is an example of Case 1 so that 
D<M+M+M=3M. 
Since all s in the interval [a, h] must fall into one of these cases, we have 
lf,b,> -L(h) I sup <3M=M 
S,..V~~[U,hl I Sl - s2 I a 
for all n. 
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(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
Using Lemma 3, we see that the product integration method using linear interpolation meets 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Using Theorem 2, Lemma 3, and inequality (3.21), we conclude 
that the approximate solution to (3.22) will converge to the true solution if the conditions of the 
respective hypotheses are fulfilled. 
4. Conclusions 
In summary, we have studied singular integral equations with fixed Cauchy singularities, i.e., 
equations of the form 
We have shown that under certain hypotheses, using a product integration technique, there exists 
a unique solution to (4.1) and that the sequence of approximate solutions converges to the exact 
solution. In addition, we have used the theory of collectively compact operators to show that the 
integral operator associated with (4.1) is compact. 
Numerical results using this product integration technique with the Yamaguchi potential used 
as the forcing function and the smooth part of the kernel can be seen in [3]. In addition, these 
results are compared there to other methods, e.g., Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature and the moment 
method using bi-cubic spline interpolation. 
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